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WORKSHEET 
1. What kind of adjective compares two things? 

a. Superlative 

b. Comparative 

c. Positive 

 

2. What kind of adjective describes more than three things? 

a. Superlative 

b. Comparative 

c. Positive 

 

3. Which of the following sentences is correct? 

a. Kavya arrives at school earlier than Aditya. 

b. Kavya arrives at school earliest than Aditya. 

c. Kavya arrives at school more early than Aditya. 

d.  Kavya arrives at school more earlier than Aditya. 

 

4. African elephants are ______ than Indian elephants. 

a. big                   b. bigger             c. biggest 

 

5. Choose the best adjective to complete the sentence. 

I want to live in the  ______ place in America. 

a. good                b. better              c. best                 d. bad 
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6. How should this sentence be corrected? 

Australia is the most smallest continent in the world. 

a. Australia is the small continent in the world. 

b. Australia is the most smaller continent in the world 

c. Australia is the smallest continent in the world. 

d. Australia is the smaller continent in the world. 

 

7. Fill in the blank with the correct word below. 

Even though I heard it'd be easy, that math exam was the ______ test I'd ever taken. 

a. most hard     b. hardiest         c. hardest           d. harder 

 

8. Choose the correct adjective to fill in the blank. 

The crickets are the _____ animals in our backyard. 

a. noisy               b. noisier            c. noisest            d. noisiest 

 

9. In the following sentence, which word is the adjective? 

Where is the small frying pan? 

a. Where           b. is                      c. small               d. pan 

 

10. Choose the correct adjective to fill in the blank. 

Anup is the ______ person I know. 

a. funny              b. more funny   c. funnier           d. funniest 

 

11. Choose the correct adjective to fill in the blank. 

I think my new doll is the _____ birthday present I've ever had. 
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a. most wonderful                         b. wonderfullest 

c. more wonderful                        d. wonderful 

 

12. Choose the correct adjective to fill in the blank. 

I would like the ______ of the two pieces of cake. 

a. smallest         b. small              c. smaller           d. more small 

 

13. Kavita has a ______ computer than I do. 

a. good                b. better              c. best                 d. none above 

 

14. Choose the correct form of MORE to complete the sentence. 

A cat is one of the ________  independent kinds of pets. 

a. more               b. most               c. best 

 

15. Choose the correct form of GOOD to complete the sentence. 

I had a _______ time at my picnic this year than last year. 

a. good                b. better              c. best 
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Answers : 

1. b 

2. a 

3. a 

4. b 

5. c 

6. c 

7. c 

8. d 

9. c 

10. d 

11. a 

12. c 

13. b 

14. b 

15. b 

 


